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ABSTRACT
Adaptive variance flooring has previously been suggested as a
method to help preventing over-fitting of variance parameters
during training of HMMs. With this method, the average
variance over some calibration data set is multiplied by a
constant variance flooring factor to produce the variance floor.
In this paper, experiments with adaptive variance flooring is
presented, in which we try to optimize the value of the flooring
factor, and we look at the database dependence of that optimal
value. A small modification to the original method is also
suggested, in which the variance floor is made word-dependent.

1. INTRODUCTION
For convenient use of an automatic speaker verification (ASV)
system, the system should require only little enrollment data
with maintained good recognition accuracy. One problem with
using small training data is the risk of over-training, that is,
parameters of the speaker model are over-fitted to the particular
training data. For (Gaussian) HMM-based speaker models, one
way to tackle this problem is to impose a lower bound on
variance parameters, a so called variance floor. Without a
proper variance floor, a variance estimated from only a few data
points can be very small and might not be representative of the
underlying distribution of the data source.

In [1,2] an adaptive variance floor was suggested to determine a
proper floor value which was then used in a modified maximum
likelihood training scheme. With this method, the average
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is first computed. The variance floor is then determined from a
scaling of the average variance
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where γ is the variance flooring factor. In [2], the calibration set
included both speech and silence and was the same for all
HMMs in the speaker model. The optimal flooring factor was
found to be 1.0 with the used database.

The variance flooring factor is a constant that can be optimized
for instance by repeating the same experiment with different
flooring factors on some database. The best factor is then set as
the factor that minimizes some error criterion. For the adaptive
variance flooring to be successful the chosen flooring factor
must also be a good one for new, previously unseen data.

In this paper we present a series of experiments to evaluate the
generality of an optimal flooring factor. The equal-error-rate
(EER) is measured for a varying flooring factor with systematic

changes of composition and size of enrollment set, and with
two very different speech databases. With the ASV system that
is text-prompted and uses word-level HMMs, we use two
variants of the above described flooring method: In the first, the
only difference to the method in [2] is that the calibration set A
is composed from speech only (no silence). In the second
variant, the variance floor is word-dependent. The flooring
factor is the same for all words but the calibration set is word-
dependent. The two variants are compared.

2. DATABASE
Experiments were run on two different telephone speech
databases. The first is Gandalf [4], a Swedish database in which
all subjects are native speakers of Swedish. The second is
Polycost [5], a cross-European database with speakers of
different mother tongue speaking English. From both databases,
connected digit material is used. Table 1 summarizes key
features of the two databases as they are used in the
experiments, and the two following sub-sections describes their
experimental use in more detail.

2.1. Gandalf settings
A first division of Gandalf into a development and an
evaluation part was made in [3]. The development part, whose
main features are shown in Table 1, is used in this paper. Only
text-prompted continuously spoken digit sequences were used.
Five different enrollment sets (ES) were used; each referred to
as 'nsmh - t', where 'nsmh' indicates the composition of the ES

Gandalf Polycost

clients 22 male/18 female 61 male/49 female

impostors 23 male/18 female 61 male/49 female

off-line speakers 15 male/15 female 12 male/12 female

true-speaker tests 927 664

false-speaker tests 1600 11990

language Swedish English

native speakers 100 % ~15%

avg. number of
handsets per client

6.7 1.3

Table 1. Key features of the two databases as used in the
experiments. The “off-line” speakers are used for training a
world model and as a pool for the calibration data set in
variance flooring.
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and t indicates the amount of speech included in it. The
composition is defined by the number of sessions (n) from
which data was taken and by the number of different handsets
(m) used in those sessions. The amount of training data, t, is
expressed in units of 25 five-digit sequences, corresponding to
approximately one minute of speech. In this paper we use
various ES with 1s1h and 2s2h combined with ¼, ½, 1 and 2
minutes of speech. For verification tests, two 4-digit utterances
were concatenated to give a password length of 8 digits.

2.2. Polycost settings
Polycost [5] version 1.0 with fixes for the four first known bugs
was used. The experiment setup follows the specification of
baseline experiment 2 (BE2) [5,6], with straight-forward
modifications for the bug fixes. The enrollment set contains
eight 10-digit utterances taken from the two first sessions.
Since most speakers in Polycost placed their calls from the
same handset [5] and since the ES contains 80 digits, the ES is
characterized as 2s1h-0.6. Verification tests are made on a 10
digit sequence; the same digit sequence for all speakers and all
calls, but different from those in the enrollment set. The
Gandalf enrollment and test set most closely matching those in
Polycost are 2s2h-0.5 with 8-digit passwords.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A schematic picture of the system is shown in Figure 1. To
cope with deviations in the spoken text from enrollment to test
in a text-prompted recognition task, the speaker model has
word-dependent HMMs and the system relies on a speech
recognizer to explicitly locate words in all input utterances. The
dependence of the system to segmentation quality was
investigated in [3] where the system itself is also described. For
experiments on the Gandalf database in this paper, the speech
recognizer is fed with the prompted text to make it operate in
forced alignment mode. In [3], the resulting segmentation was
found to give as low overall verification error rate as manual

segmentation.

To simulate the segmentizer component of the ASV-system in
Polycost experiments, automatically generated annotation files
were used. Those were created and provided by EPFL in
Lausanne as the intermediate result of on-going work of
annotating Polycost data [5].

4. RESULTS
Results in terms of gender-balanced sex-independent EERs [7]
(with speaker-dependent thresholds) as a function of the
variance flooring factor γ are first presented for Gandalf
experiments, with systematic variation of calibration and
enrollment sets. We then make a cross-comparison with results
on the Polycost database. In all experiments, the calibration set
in variance flooring is taken from the off-line speaker material,
the same material used for training the world model.

Figure 2 compares the two variants of variance flooring for a
fixed ½-minute one-session enrollment (1s1h-0.5): a general
speech-based variance floor vs. word-dependent floors. For this
and other enrollment sets (not shown in the paper) there is a
small but consistent difference between the minimum achieved
EER in favor of the second variant. More importantly, the EER
as a function of the flooring factor has a wider minimum. That
should make the choice of the flooring factor less critical with
word-dependent floors than with a single speech-based floor. In
the following experiments only word-dependent variance
flooring is used.

Figure 3a compares EER for two enrollment sets composed
from one and two sessions, but with the same size (½-minute).
The 2-session enrollment gives a consistently lower EER but
the functional dependence on the flooring factor is the same.

Figure 3b shows EER for four different enrollment set sizes, all
with 2s2h composition. Again, there is no difference in the
position of the minimum EER, except maybe for the smallest
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Figure 1. Schematic picture of the ASV-system. The utterance
is segmented into word-tokens by the segmentizer and each
token is processed independently of others. Client and world
models each have one model component per token category
and client (log) scores are normalized on a per-token basis
before they are averaged over the entire utterance. Decision
thresholds are set a posteriori.
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Figure 2. Gender-balanced sex-independent EER on Gandalf
for variance flooring factors, γ, ranging from 0.10 to 1.0. A
variance floor based on the average variance over all words
(“speech”) is compared to word-dependent variance floors
(“word”). Enrollment set is 1s1h-0.5 and passwords are eight
digits long.
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enrollment set.

From the graphs in Figure 3 it seems that a variance flooring
factor in the interval 0.50-0.60 would be a good choice for the
Gandalf experiments. To get an idea of how good that value
would be on independent data we compare EER on Gandalf
with those on Polycost with similar enrollment and test sets for
the two. Results are shown in Figure 4. The minimum in the
Polycost curve is more narrow than that in the Gandalf curve,
and the optimal flooring factor is in the lower end of the 0.50-
0.60 interval. For a flooring factor in the middle of the interval,
γ=0.55, Polycost EER is 0.29 %, a 43 % reduction compared to
0.51% with γ=0.10, which gives virtually no flooring effect at
all. Hence, the generalization of the optimal flooring factor
from Gandalf to Polycost is quite fair.

5. DISCUSSION
The principle behavior of error rate as a function of the

variance flooring factor, EER(γ), is well illustrated by the
Polycost-curve in Figure 4. For very small γ the variance floor
is below the smallest variance in the enrollment set. This is
reflected in the flat part of EER(γ) for low γ. As the floor is
gradually increased some over-fitted variances are “cured” and
EER decreases. At a certain point, the floor starts hurting
variances rather than curing them and the EER increases with
increased γ.

From the presented experiments it seems that the optimal γ is
around 0.5, to make the variance floor half the average variance
in some calibration data set. In [2] the optimal γ was 1.0, and
this difference can be explained by the difference in design of
the calibration data set: in [2] the average variance was
computed from speech and non-speech while in this paper only
from speech portions. Since non-speech can usually be assumed
to have smaller variance than speech, the difference in optimal
γ is not a contradiction.

If the enrollment set from which a variance parameter in an
HMM is estimated is large enough and is representative of the
under-lying source distribution, variance flooring would not be
needed. The larger data set the smaller is the risk of over-fitting
to training data. Also, if the enrollment set contains more signal
variability, as in the case of multi-session, multi-handset
enrollment, variances should be larger on average. We had
therefore expected the optimal γ to depend on the composition
and size of the enrollment set. The only such dependency found
in results is with very short enrollment, but that difference is
still very small and could be random.

The large difference in EER between Gandalf and Polycost
experiments could come from the following three reasons:

(i) In Polycost, speakers have been using a smaller number of
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Figure 3. Gender-balanced sex-independent EER on Gandalf
for variance flooring factors, γ, ranging from 0.10 to 1.0. a)
compares one vs. two enrollment sessions and b) compares
two-session enrollment sets of different size, ranging from 20
seconds to 2 minutes. Word-dependent variance floors are used
and passwords are eight digits long.
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Figure 4. Gender-balanced sex-independent EER on
comparable enrollment and test sets on Gandalf and Polycost.
Enrollment set is 2s2h–0.5 on the former and 2s1h–0.6 on the
latter. Passwords are 8 and 10 digits respectively. Word-
dependent variance floors are used on both cases.
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different handsets (1.3 vs. 6.7)

(ii)  Non-native speakers of English probably have a larger
inter-speaker variation than a set of native speakers.

(iii)  The smaller number of true-speaker tests per speaker in
Polycost (23 vs. 6) biases a posteriori thresholds to be
overly optimistic; it is easier to find a good partitioning of
score-space to set a good threshold. On the other hand the
number of false-speaker tests is larger (109 vs. 40).

6. CONCLUSION
Experiments confirm that adaptive variance flooring is useful in
avoiding over-fitting to training data of variances in Gaussian
HMMs. The choice of a good variance flooring factor for one
database was also shown to be a good choice in a very different
database. Finally, we have suggested a modification to the
original scheme of [2] to make use of adaptive word-dependent
variance floors.
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